a village in France

Project in development:
La Chasseigne is a small village in France,
consisting of 24 houses, 1 central meeting
room and 5 building plots.
Almost all homes are permanently let to
Dutch people for a longer term. They have
the freedom to adjust their rented accommodation to a certain extent. Thanks to the
established code of conduct, all residents can
enjoy ther stay.
The majority of La Chasseigne has a residential and recreational destination (Lotissement). Agricultural activities may take place
on land outsite the lottisment.
There are still many opportunities for growth.
There are still 5 building plots and the
meeting space has no fixed concept. In short,
a well-running project where there is room
for additional developmend.
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For sale:
Built in:
Plot surface
In Lotissement:
Built:

1900
: 81.266 m2
55.290 m2
2.912 m2

La Chasseigne
86290 Thollet
Poitou-Charentes / Vienne
France
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www.chasseigne.nl

“Since 1995 I have been working with pleasure on this dream
village. Together with my family and other Dutch pioneers we
have had many adventures. But now it’s time for someone new
to take the lead in further development.”
Frans Verstegen

The buildings ar part of former farms and are
located on approximately 8 hectares. All plots
are accessed via paved paths and you can
use the parking spaces and a walking route
through the park.
Location: La Chasseigne is at the top of a hill,
surrounded by agricultural areas. It’s close to
the Brennen nature park. La Chasseigne is 75
km from Limoges.
Climate: the temperature is normally about
10 degrees higher in the spring and autumn
than in the Netherlands. Due to the mild
winter it’s a good place to hibernate. The plot
is 181 meters above sea level, the air is light
an healthy.
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